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Abstract-The two user cooperative transmission context 
coincides with symmetric feature of network coding (NC), which 
makes it possible to perform distributed random coding, thus 
exploring both the cooperative diversity and the network coding 
diversity. In this paper, we provide performance analysis of 
network coding based two-user cooperation under an OFDMA 
based orthogonal physical layer channel, in terms of the channel 
capacity and outage probability. Expressions for exact capacity 
are devised and closed form of outage probability with lower 
bound is presented. Compared with the conventional user 
cooperation transmission, the NC_based two-user cooperation 
brings 11.8% higher capacity and 50% lower outage probability. 

Keywords-User cooperation; network coding; OFDMA; link 
capacity; outage probability; 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of cooperative transmission has been well 
recognized as an effective countermeasure against multi-path 
fading by exploring the cooperative diversity instead of the 
traditional multi-antenna diversity. Actually, both the relay 
infrastructures and peer users in the network can act as the 
cooperative partners. 

Placing a relay station in the network allows a BS to cover 
the shadowed areas and to extend the limited coverage range 
[1]. However, it increases the deployment costs, introduces a 
high management complexity. Meanwhile, user cooperation is 
more flexible. It brings a wide robustness and makes any 
opportunity of relay radios or diversity gains by occasional 
cooperation transmission. Such user cooperative scenario has 
been found in LMDSIMMDS mesh networks [2], IEEE802.16j 
[3], and so on. 

In order to improve the cooperative gains, [4] proposed an 
algebraic superposition of channel codes. Using the concept of 
network coding, two source nodes paired as partners to encode 
together and deliver the composite packets to a common 
destination. The combination of network coding with user 
cooperative transmission stands out for mainly two reasons: 
first, the broadcast nature of the wireless channel allows for the 
exploitation of some of the particular features of network 
coding [5]; second, the user cooperative transmission context 
coincides with symmetric feature of NC, which makes it 
possible to perform distributed random coding. 

There have been investigations of performance analysis of 
the network coding approaches to the cooperative diversity; 

however, most of the work gives only integral-form outage 
probability or ergodic capacity [6-9], while no closed 
formulation was devised. Besides, few works were done 
involved with the OFDMA based physical layer channel. 
Therefore, focusing on the transmission performance, we 
analyze the user cooperative transmission with and without NC 
elaborately in this paper. There are some outstanding 
contributions: first, the application of OFDMA technology 
provides the orthogonal channels for the two cooperative users, 
which makes the duplex transmission feasible. Second, the 
closed formulations of link capacity with network coding are 
pioneered. Third, the outage probability for such cooperation 
scenario with NC is particularly deduced basing on the 
OFDMA channels. 

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as 
follows. Section II presents the channel assumption and 
transmission model of the two user cooperation scenario with 
and without NC. Section III studies two information theoretic 
metrics to evaluate the performance of the NC _based user 
cooperative transmission. Section IV is devoted to present the 
simulation result and performance evaluation. Finally, section 
V concludes the paper. 

II. TRANSMISSION MODEL AND MA THEMA TICAL 

FORMULATION 

A. OFDMA Channel Model 
We adopt OFDMA as an underlying physical layer 

technique, where users are assigned with subcarriers either by 
maximizing channel gain or other fairness considered 
approaches; hence, the two cooperating nodes communicate 
independent information over orthogonal channels. 

Consider a simple two user scenario to share N subcarriers. 

Denote .!V the system subcarrier set and I.!VI = N. Assume 

that channel gain from transmitter i (i E {A, Bn to receiver j 

U E {B,An on subcarrier n is h(i,}),n , which is identically 

distributed (Li.d) zero-mean complex variables of symmetric 

Gaussian distribution with variance a� on all links, writes as 

CN E (O,a�) . Meanwhile, the additive white Gaussian noise 

ni,n with the distribution of CN E (O,a;) . Let D(i,}),n 
Corresponds to the frequency-domain channel fading 
coefficient between the transmitter i and receiver j on 
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subcarrier n. Since Do,!),n is independent for every user, 

D(i,!),n satisfies distribution CN E (O,O'�) where 

O'� = NO'; [12]. 

X�J,",;( X�,")' 

(a) 

B 
IJ,I1,;X�,I1' EB (X�,")' 

(b) 

Figure I, Two transmission models of user cooperation 

B. Cooperative Transmission Protocal and Formulation 
In the user cooperation transmission, each user can work as 

the source as well as a potential relay. Such symmetric system 
model provides opportunity for users to obtain cooperation 
diversity from others. A symmetric cooperative communication 
system model consists of two user nodes, i.e, A, B, and a BS, 
indexed as s in the formulation, is pictured in Fig.l, where (a) 
shows the conventional cooperation model while (b) gives a 
NC _based cooperation model. 

In the first time slot, users A and B broadcast separate 
source data x�,n , xL , on their own subcarriers n and n' . 

Denote At;;' ,A{ as corresponding subcarrier sets for them. In 
the second time slot, users working as pure forwarding relays, 

transmit (x�,n)
" (x�,n.)' on the same channels, as depicted in 

Fig.l-(a); while in Fig.l-(b), both users transmit a combined 

coding data of x�,n EEl (x�,n)
' 

and x�,n' EEl (x�,n)
'
. Herein, (x�,n)

' 
, 

(x�,n. )' are forwarding data, which is identical or amplified 

depending on different forwarding schemes, i.e., DF and AF 
[10]. Note that the channel allocation for each user is assumed 
to be constant over the two time slots, denoted as h(A,S),n , 
h(E,S),n and h(i,!),n , and for simplification, h(A,S),n' h(E,S),n are written 

as hA,n' hB,n' Note also that we take the superscript as the time 

index, and subscript as the user and subcarrier index throughout 
this paper. Besides, we assume the perfect channel state 
information (CSI) in the following analysis. 

III. INFORMATION THEORETIC ANALYSIS: CAPACITY AND 
OUTAGE PROBABILITY 

In this section, we aim to study two different information 
theoretic metrics to evaluate the performance of the NC _based 
user cooperative transmission. In what follows, the expression 
of the two kinds of system metrics is developed for the 
NC_based cooperation transmission (CT_NC) compared with 
the conventional cooperation transmission (CT) and direct 
transmission (DT). 

A. Capacity Derivation 
For the sake of transmission formulation, let Y�,n' y�,n' be 

the received vector of symbols by user A and B in the first 
time slot, while y�,n , y�,n' is the received symbol in the 

second time slot. Three different transmissions within two 
time slot can be formulated as follows: 

In the DT case, messages are transmitted directly from user 
to destination without help from any external source. Thereby, 

the channel capacity for one user l\DT in the two time slots is 

defined 

DT 
= 2.1 [1 Ihi,nr Pi,n 1 r. n og2 + 2 , [0-

N f)DT 
= 

"p. rDT .L'-; L... l,n r,n n=l 

(1) 

where r.�T is the rate on subcarrier n, Pi,n is the subcarrier 

allocation indicator. It equals to 1 when the subcarrier is 
assigned to the i'h user and 0 otherwise, and they are constant 

within one scheduling time. r = � is the SNR gap 
In(SS;"n) 

related to a minimal targeted bit-error-ratio s;;;n . 
In the CT case as described in the Fig.l-(a), taking the DF 

as the forwarding strategies, the reception signal can be 
formulated as: 
Slot 1st: 

YAn A,nVPA,n XAn nAn (2) [ I ) [h rp 0 ][ I ) [ I ) 
Y1�n' = 0 hB,n) PB,n' x1�n' + n1�n' 

Slot 2nd: 

[ Y�n ) [hB,n,JP;: 
0 ][ x�n ) [n�n ) (3) 

y� ,
'
n' = 0 hA,n � PA,n x1�n' + n1�n' 

where PA,n 'PE,n' are the transmit power from user A and B 

respectively on the subcarrier nand n' . Note that we assume 
that the transmit power holds still over the two time slots. Let 
Hi,nn' means the cooperative equivalent channel of use i on 

subcarrier n and n '. The link capacity of user i on the n 
subcarrier and n' relaying subcarrier r.::n, is combined as [11]: 



(4) 

N 
R;CT = Lr,�. n=l 

In the CT NC case as described in the Fig.l-(b), the 
reception signal in the first time slot is the same with that in 
CT, but in the second time slot, the reception is expressed as: 

y�,n =hA,n�PA,n(x�,n EBx�,n·)+n�,n 

Y;,n' = hB,n) PB,n' (x;,n' EB x�,n) + n;,n' 
(5) 

Herein, EB is the bit-wise XOR operator. Assuming that at the 
destination, cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is supposed to 
detect decoding error; and by individual decoding, each 
source's information bits are recovered by decoding a packet 
which is formed by code combining of this source's packet 
received in the first phase and the network-coded packet [9]. 

In fact, if x�,n and x�,n' is received and decoded correctly at T1 

slot, then in the next slot, the receiver can recover each 

source's bits x�,n and x;,n. by individual or joint decoding 

from the network-coded packets (x�,n EB x�,n') and 

(x;,n' EB x�,n) . Meanwhile, the network-coded packets with 

X�,n' and x�,n component are used as incrementally redundant 

information as these packets are received over two paths 
equivalently. 

In order to deduct capacity, we introduce a coding vector C , 
where Ie A,n 12 = Ie B,n.1

2 
= 1 , then (5) can be rewritten as: 

Y�,n = hA,n � PA,n x�,n EB hA,n � PA,n x�,n' + n�,n 

= hA,n�PA,nX�,n +eA,nhA,n�PA,nX�,n' +n�,n 

y
�,n' = hB,n) PB,n·X�,n· EB hB,n'� PB,n.X�,n + n�,n' 

= hB,n'�PB,n.X�,n' +eB,n.hB,n'�PB,n.X�,n +n�,n' 

(6) 

Accordingly, the received signal for two users over the 
whole cooperative period can be expressed as 

where 

hA,n�PA,n 
0 

H= 
0 

[ y� n 1 [X� n 1 [ n� n 1 Y�,n' = H X�,n' + 
n�,n' 

YA,n XA,n nA,n 
2 2 2 YB,n' XB,n' nB,n' 

0 0 

hB,n'� PB,n' 0 

cA,nhA.n�PA,n hA,n�PA,n 

CB,n.hB,n) PB,n' 0 0 

0 
0 
0 

hB,n)PB,n' 

(7) 

Therefore, the link capacity of user i on the n subcarrier 

and n' relaying subcarrier r,��,NC in this mode is developed as: 

r,��,NC = log2 (det(/ + Hi,nn.Hi�n' 1 10"2)) 

N J)CT _NC = "rCT _NC .L"-; L... i,nn' n=l 
where 

1.4"n I2 = Pi,n lhi,n I2 Pi,n 110"2 
IBj,nf = Pj,n. lhj,nf Pj,n' 110"2 

B. Outage Probability Analysis 

(8) 

Outage probability is termed to show robustness of a 
communication system and measures the data rate that can be 
supported with a certain error probability . 

To derive the overall outage probability conditioned on the 
three cases: DT, CT, and CT _ NC, we need to first give the 
outage probability of each OFDMA based link. Referring to 
[12], we define the subcarrier outage probability as: 

(9) 

Herein, Rn is the target transition rate on subcarrier n. Due 

to the variant fading and adaptive coding modulation (ACM) 
on each subcarrier of OFDMA system, I\, may differ on 

different subcarriers. Define the upper bound when BPSK 
modulation is adapted, we have 

P = 1-exp (_ 2R• -1
_
I
_J s O"� SNR 

When Ps = SNR --+ 00 , we have 

(10) 

(11) 

Assuming that the subcarrier allocation guarantees the 
outage probability is identical for every user, 1 we 
define N � M � 1 , and the user outage probability satisfies [13]: 

(12) 

h f() 
. . 

b f( ) - (M-I)N w ere Ps IS given y Ps - ao + alPs + ... + a(M -1)N Ps , 
ao;O: O. 

I The random bipartite graph model can be used to formulate the subcarrier 
allocation problem in OFDMA systems [12]. 



Thereby, in the two user cooperative cases, 

P N( N) N N+l O (pN+I ) u=Ps ao + alPs + "'+ aNPs =aops + alPs + s (13) 

Meanwhile, according to approximation results for both 
high SNR and low SNR regime in [13], we obtain a complete 
picture of the outage performance for the OFDMA systems, 
whenN> 2 ,  i.e., ao = 1, al = O. Hence, we get 

(14) 

Now we are ready to rigorously formulate our problem. 
We define the overall outage probability of various strategies 
discussed previously as either of the source date fail to be 
received successfully. That is to say the overall outage 

Pout occurs when either of the two users fails to send out the 

source data successfully, namely, 

Pout = PA+PB-PAB (15) 

where PA and PB is the outage probability for user A and B on 

all links, PAB is the combined outage probability when A and B 

both fail. 

Let's define the probability of DT, CT and CT_NC cases 
as Poutl , Pout2 and Pout2 respectively. Define the outage 

probability of the direct link from user A and B to the 

destination in the Slot 1 as Pout_o ' Pout_b , the outage 

probability of cooperative link in the Slot 2 as Pout_a' ,Pouu" 
Assume that the subcarrier allocation guarantees the outage 
probability is identical for every user; meanwhile, assuming an 
upper bound of outage probability when BPSK modulation is 
adapted on each subcarrier, we have Pout a = Pout b 
= Pout_a' = Pout_b' = P = Pu • Accordingly, the system outage 

probability of three different transmissions cases within two 
time slot can be formulated as follows: 

In the DT case, the overall outage of two users occurs when 
either of them fails to send out the source data successfully. 
That is, 

PA = Pout a' PB = Pout b; and PAB = PAPB' 

then 

Poutl = Pout a + Pout b -Pout a Pout b = 2p- p2 
= 2p: - p;N 

(16) 

In the CT case, the outage event of one user occurs when 
both the data links, i.e., the direct link or the cooperative link, 
fails to send out the source data successfully. That is, 

then 

In the CT _ NC case, the outage event of one user occurs 
when both the direct links fail or only one direct success but 

both the cooperative links fail to send out the XOR operated 
packet data. That is, 

PA = Pout_oPout_b + Pout_o (1-Pout_b )Pout_a,PoUf_b'; 
PB = Pout_bPout_o + POUf_b (1-Pout_a )Pout_a·Pout_b·; 

, 

Meanwhile, the event of both source data failing to reach 
the destination happens when outage occurs on both the direct 
links, namely, 

then 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, we will provide detailed simulation results 
to compare the performance of user cooperative transmission 
with or without network coding. Note that the basic observing 
time window is 2 time slots for both metrics. The total 
bandwidth is 1M divided by N (N=4, N=6) subcarriers. For 

simplicity, the parameter Rn is set to 1 bitls and variance 0'; is 

1. 

To show the benefit of cooperative network coding, we 
simulate the link capacity and outage probability to valid the 
theoretical results. 

First, Fig.2 presents the link capacity comparison of CT, 
CT NC with DT as a basic benchmark. We can see that the 
CT = NC is about 11.8% higher than conventional CT scheme, 
while CT keeps a 32.5% higher than the normal direct 
transmission over two time slots. The advantage of CT over DT 
is due to the cooperative diversity over two uncorrelative 
channels. Moreover, CT _ NC achieves both network coding 
diversity and cooperative diversity compared with CT, which 
brings the highest link capacity of the three schemes. We also 
see that the advantage keeps through the SNR axis. 

9ooo ,------,----�--�-�-�-�-____, -w-. DT 
8000 -B-- CT 

-----41--- CT_NC 
7000 
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Figure 2. Capacity comparison with variance of SNR 
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Figure 3. Outage probability comparison with variance of SNR 

Then, we compare the outage probability comparision with 
the variance of SNR and subcarrier numbers in Fig.3. Taking 
N=4 for example, the CT_NC improves the outage probability 
by 50% compared with CT. This is because that the component 
data in the networking coded packets brings data redundancy, 
which ensures the successful transmission rate. Meanwhile, we 
can see that CT reduces 100% outage probability than DT. The 
reason is that we only considered one slot outage probability in 
the DT cases. If we use repetition coding for the two time slot, 
DT will achieve the same outage probability with CT. This is 
due to our previous assumption that subcarriers are allocated to 
guarantee the same outage probability for two users. We can 
also see the conclusion that the OFDMA reduces the outage 
probability at exponential trend by multiple orthogonal 
channels, which reinforces the expression (14) deduced from 
[13]. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we analyze two classical performance metrics 
for user cooperation with network coding scheme. Two closed 
formulation of capacity and outage probability for OFDMA 
based two users cooperation are presented. Compared with the 
DT and conventional CT, simulation results show the 
advantages of CT _ NC. It provides 11.8% higher link capacity 
than CT cases averagely; meanwhile, it obtains 50% lower 
outage probability. Therefore, CT _ NC is much more powerful 
in both the system throughput and robustness due to the 
network coding diversity than the direct transmission scheme 
and conventional user cooperative protocol. 
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